
Opsani is a cloud optimization platform for services 

and apps. On average, Opsani’s customers reduce 
cost by up to 70% and get 2x the performance.

DevOps and CI/CD enable organizations to accelerate 

software delivery. Opsani Cloud Optimization (CO) 

automates software optimization to continuously deliver 

lower operational costs and better services performance.

Opsani CO works with AI and ML. Once the operator 

defines an observable optimization goal for the target 

service, the platform’s machine learning algorithms find 

optimal runtime configuration settings to meet or 

exceed the defined goals while minimizing costs. By 

using state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms, 

Opsani quickly produces optimal results instead of 

having to parse through trillions of possible 

configuration settings.

The servo is a container deployed alongside your 

applications in your cloud. The servo communicates 

securely with the SaaS backend via https on port 443, 

making it easily deployable in nearly all environments 

without having to reconfigure any firewall settings.

Because of its narrow and well-defined functionality, 

the servo is lightweight and with nearly no system 

overhead.

The servo is responsible for reading system 

measurements from your monitoring platform and 

reporting them back to Opsani’s ML engines in the 

cloud. Once the ML backend analyzes the results, it 

replies to the servo with a set of runtime configuration 

adjustments. The servo then makes those changes 

and, again, reports monitoring system measurements 

back to the Opsani ML backend.

How It Works

The Servo

Opsani’s CO platform has two key components:
         The servo and
         the Opsani CO SaaS backend.

Opsani is a closed loop system. 

The feedback loop between the servo and the 

ML backend creates an autonomous AIOps 

platform that takes new system feedback and 

makes the appropriate, intelligent adjustments. 

In contrast, most AIOps systems do deliver a 

one-time recommendation that often is either 

unreliable or suboptimal.
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The Opsani backend service is a multi-tenant SaaS 

microservices architecture.

Core to this service is a set of 4 distinct but complementary 

ML engines that reinforce each other’s learning, thereby 

accelerating the discovery of optimized settings for 

applications monitored and controlled by the servo.

Because a service’s operational environment can be “noisy,” 

Opsani deploys a pipeline of noise filtering algorithms to 

provide higher quality data to the ML engines, again in 

pursuit of accelerating the discovery of optimal settings. 

Other important services in the Opsani’s SaaS service

include a cost analysis engine and a performance predictor.

The cost analysis engine works concurrently with 

performance optimization. The result

is a range of system configuration settings that favor 

performance maximization or cost minimization. The 

platform then discovers the optimal efficiency setting - best 

performance- cost point - and recommends it as the 

operational system setting.

Performance Predictor learns the service or applications

load patterns and can proactively inform a load balancer to 

request for additional instances, thereby eliminating system 

lag during peak times and correctly retiring instances to 

reduce computational costs.

Opsani SaaS Backend

Opsani CO is possible because of the orchestration 
between multiple components:

          Opsani SaaS ML backend
          Opsani servo, co-resident with target applications 
          and services
          Your monitoring system of choice
          Your deployment pipeline tool of choice (optional)

By orchestrating these pieces, and while results vary 

by services, Opsani shaves its operational

costs by 50% on average and boosts your cloud 

service’s performance by 2X.
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Comp1.cpu = 4
Comp1.mem = 2.5 GB
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Perf = 10324 req/sec
Resp = 0.003 sec/req
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